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It Is Time to Declare Our Independence from the Vaccinators

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

On July 4, 2023, it will have been 247 years since the Declaration of Independence was drafted by

Thomas Jefferson and signed by delegates of 13 American colonies formally declaring

independence from political control by the King of England.

“Light and liberty go together” said Jefferson  and, in his Lnal letter to John Adams before he and

Adams both died on July 4, 1826, Jefferson predicted that no despot or tyrannical empire in the

future would be able to crush the human spirit of resistance that guards liberty.

A Lerce proponent of individual rights,  Jefferson said, “The Oames kindled on the 4th of July

1776 have spread over too much of the globe to be extinguished by the feeble engines of

despotism. On the contrary, they will consume these engines, and all who work them.”

Was Jefferson’s prediction right? Or, as one of the earliest and most inOuential proponents of

smallpox inoculation,  could he never have imagined that the scientiLc and medical professions

he loved so well  would one day forge lucrative global business partnerships with industry and

government and create a public health empire that has become a much greater threat to liberty

than the monarchy he and his fellow revolutionaries rebelled against in 1776?

After my son was injured in 1980 by the crude, toxic whole cell pertussis vaccine in DPT shots,  I

joined with other parents of DPT vaccine injured children in 1982 to establish the charity known

today as the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) with the mission of preventing vaccine

injuries and deaths through public education.  We have defended the legal right to make

voluntary decisions about vaccination for 41 years.

Since then, I have watched the public health empire grow and use “no exceptions” vaccination

laws as the tip of the spear in the great culture war gripping this and other nations around the

world. It is an ideological and political war that has been going on since the 19th century,

pitting those who believe in the right to autonomy and liberty against those who believe in

centralized, authoritarian government control.

How it ends will deLne what freedom means for human populations around the world during this

and many centuries to come. What is at stake is whether or not our physical BODY, which houses

our mind and soul, will continue to be regulated, altered and used without our voluntary consent

to achieve goals pursued by national governments or, as some are predicting, a future one-world

government.

The New Aristocracy: Privileged ‘Experts’ Call the Shots

The most vocal proponents of forced vaccination have always Llled the ranks of professions that

require possession of an advanced academic degree — such as an M.D., Ph.D., J.D. — or other

honoriLc title that automatically confers an elevated status in society with all the respect,

economic and social class beneLts that come along with that privilege.

Unlike in the 18th century when the American colonies fought for freedom from a king, power in

western societies is no longer wielded by kings and queens and other aristocratic members of

hereditary monarchies.

Today, power in most societies with representative democratic governments and constitutional

republics is wielded by a new aristocracy, a spider web of highly paid science, medical, legal and

business “experts” with big titles working for governments  and pharmaceutical,  medical

trade,  Big Tech,  military-Industrial,  corporate media,  banking,  and other

institutions.

Politicians often rely upon these titled experts — like Dr. Anthony Fauci — to tell them what to

believe and do, especially when they Oy under the “science” Oag and declare a public health

emergency.  And, having the power to make laws that govern the rest of us, politicians are quick

to exercise that power when fear of the unknown interferes with rational thinking.

One of the most primal human fears is fear of death, and the science experts calling the shots in

government health agencies and at the United Nations, especially the World Health Organization,

along with their Big Pharma, Big Tech and other Big Money partners, know that.

When they declared a COVID pandemic emergency in the winter of 2020, they used fear of death

and their “expert” status as weapons to persuade people to abandon rational thinking, believe the

unbelievable, and give up liberty for the illusion of safety.

During partial or complete lockdowns, at least 4.5 billion people in over 100 countries, including

310 million Americans in 43 states, were suddenly ordered to hide in their homes.  We were

told to restrict our breathing with paper and plastic masks — even children as young as 2 — and

to stay 6 feet away from others if we entered a public space.

In a state of shock, we saw police taser the unmasked and dispatch drones to force people

indoors.  We watched politicians close restaurants, stores, gyms, parks, theaters, churches and

schools, which led to isolation, mental illness and economic ruin.

We grieved with the families blocked from holding the hands of their loved ones dying in

retirement and nursing homes, and for the elderly who died in hospitals after they were

automatically put on ventilators that killed most of them.  We felt powerless when government

health ogcials told doctors they could not repurpose already licensed drugs like ivermectin to

prevent COVID complications or help heal the sick.

But the biggest weapon used during the height of COVID hysteria was a very old one, one that has

been around for more than 200 years. Warning that “nobody is safe until everyone is safe,”  the

experts in charge at the United Nations, World Health Organization and in government health

agencies ordered every human in the world to be injected with a pharmaceutical product called a

vaccine, a product sold for proLt that can injure, kill or fail to work as advertised.

People were tracked, coerced and, ultimately, many were forced to get vaccinated or face severe

consequences.  No shots, no school.  No shots, no medical care.  No shots, no job.  No

shots, no travel.  No shots, no life. The Vaccinators ruled with an iron Lst.

According to The New York Times, more than 72% of the world’s population — some 5.5 billion

people, which reportedly included about 80% percent of the U.S. population — got at least one

COVID shot,  a biological product that has racked up more than 1.5 million adverse event reports

in the U.S. alone.

The First Vaccinator Infected Children With Cowpox

The Vaccinators — those individuals who make, sell, license, recommend, administer, promote

and mandate pharmaceutical products called “vaccines” — have been around for as long as the

United States of America. The most famous Vaccinator, who is credited with inventing the

concept of vaccination, was an 18th century medical doctor living in England: Edward Jenner.

As urban legend would have it, in 1796, Dr. Jenner took pus from a cowpox lesion on the skin of a

milkmaid and scratched it into the arm of a healthy child in hopes that a milder cowpox infection

would protect against serious cases of smallpox. It was an experimental practice that several

other doctors in England had been doing for years.

By the end of the 18th century, smallpox was already naturally declining in severity in London, but

it could still kill between 10 and 30% and leave many scarred with pockmarks.  Jenner and the

other doctors infecting healthy children with an animal disease to prevent a human disease did

not know exactly what would happen to the children they experimented on.

They didn’t know anything about what it would do to the body of an individual child at the cellular

and molecular level, whether it would cause acute reactions or uncontrolled inOammation in the

body  or whether it would alter immune,  heart  or brain function,  or affect chromosomal

integrity.

After all, medical doctors in 1796 were still ritualistically bleeding and purging people sick with

smallpox and other diseases, as well as restricting nutrition. They were doing the same thing to

many healthy infants and adults before performing arm-to-arm inoculation using smallpox pus, a

procedure called variolation.

How many died of smallpox back then because doctors insisted on limiting food intake and

bleeding and purging them until they had little strength left to heal? There is no question that

cowpox inoculation was legendary for its ability to cause severe reactions, disability and death,

which is also true for smallpox vaccine still given to some soldiers today.

With missionary zeal, Jenner and his medical colleagues ignored the protests and pleas by

mothers and fathers, who watched once healthy infants and children get inoculated and be

covered with open sores, while their feverish bodies became riddled with inOammation and their

hearts and brains were permanently damaged, with an unknown number of them wasting away

and dying within a few days or weeks or months of vaccination.

Still, Jenner eventually was able to persuade inOuential doctors, especially those heading up the

new profession of “public health” funded by governments, to use arm-to-arm inoculation to infect

all healthy children with cowpox.

Somewhere along the way, a new animal-human hybrid vaccinia virus emerged, which scientists

today argue could be part cow or part horse — nobody seems to know for sure — but routine

inoculation with the live vaccinia virus was described in early medical journals as “humanized

vaccination.”
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Vaccination Did Not Confer Lifelong Immunity

Even in the 18th century, it was known that recovery from smallpox gave a person what appeared

to be lifelong immunity to the dreaded disease.  Jenner considered himself to be a scientist

and his unshakable belief that scratching cowpox pus into the arms of children conferred durable

immunity to smallpox was eventually shown to be a myth. In fact, by 1880, the evidence

conLrmed that Jenner was wrong — vaccination did not confer permanent immunity.

Smallpox outbreaks were occurring in England despite compulsory vaccination laws,  just like

pertussis,  mumps,  measles,  and polio  outbreaks occur today, despite widespread

vaccination laws. U.S. industrialist and philanthropist John Pitcairn pointed that out when he

testiLed before the Pennsylvania legislature in 1907 against mandatory smallpox vaccination. He

said:

“Jenner began by claiming that vaccination made a person immune for life, but the facts

of observation soon resulted in the term being shortened to 14 years; then it was made

seven; then =ve; then two; and in the Spanish-American War, six months was the limit of

immunity.”

Not only did smallpox vaccination not provide lifelong immunity, but live vaccinia virus

vaccination could spread vaccine strain infection to other people.  The myth that vaccination is

a sure guarantee of immunity is a persistent bit of disinformation about vaccines that has been

used by the Vaccinators for two centuries to justify public health policies enforcing the purchase

and use of multiple doses of the same vaccines — including COVID vaccine.

In 2020, that old myth played a key role in billions of people around the world believing the lie that

COVID vaccine would guarantee that vaccinated people could not get infected with or transmit

SARS-CoV-2.

Poor Children Used in Arm-to-Arm Vaccination Campaigns

After declaring a coronavirus pandemic emergency in 2020, the Vaccinators at the World Health

Organization sent out a press release proclaiming that because of smallpox vaccination

campaigns, “The world got rid of smallpox thanks to an incredible demonstration of global

solidarity, and because it had a safe and effective vaccine.” They said, “Solidarity plus science

equaled solution!”

But the ugly truth about the history of vaccination is that for a century after Jenner’s newfound

fame, little children — mostly working class, minority and orphaned children — were used to

conduct arm-to-arm anti-smallpox campaigns that had nothing to do with science.

Children were the preferred tools of the new trade because they were thought to be more “pure”:

their blood usually was not infected with syphilis, tuberculosis and other diseases more common

to adults at the time.

Doctors at the height of the British Empire, scratched cowpox pus into the arms of children living

in the slums in England and physically transported them, sometimes in baggage holds, to

colonized countries like India and parts of Africa so they could be used to infect indigenous

children. Governments, as well as other social institutions, used the arm-to-arm vaccinia virus

inoculation campaigns as political and social organizing tools, especially in poor communities.

In 1870 during the Industrial Revolution, entrepreneurial doctors decided to mass produce the

vaccinia virus by growing the virus on the skin of young cows, instead of young humans. They

called the new product an “animal vaccine.” Vaccine “animal farms” populated by calves sprouted

up all over Europe and America to make the new vaccine trade more proLtable for chemical

companies and doctors alike.

But there was little safety regulation of the virus being grown in calves that doctors were

scratching onto the arms of infants and children, who risked suffering high fevers, encephalitis

and brain damage, full body eczema vaccinatum that looks a lot like smallpox, and the lethal

progressive vaccinia, which can lead to bacterial superinfection and death within weeks of

months of vaccination.

After nearly two centuries of mass vaccination campaigns, the Vaccinators declared smallpox

eradicated in the late 20th century — the Lrst and only infectious microorganism they say

vaccination has eliminated from the earth. But it was the more selective approach of

quarantining the sick and targeted ring vaccination of close contacts primarily responsible for

doing that.

The Vaccinators Persecute Anyone Opposing Mandatory Vaccination

The valid safety concerns of 19th and early 20th century anti-mandatory vaccination activists,

like Lora Little, a Minnesota mother whose 7-year-old son died after smallpox vaccination,  and

British scientist Alfred Russel Wallace,  co-discoverer of the principle of natural selection, were

ridiculed by the Vaccinators aggressively lobbying politicians to pass mandatory smallpox

vaccination laws.

Those pioneering thought leaders opposing forced vaccination developed legitimate scientiLc

and ethical arguments that are still valid today.  Yet, they were ridiculed, persecuted and

discredited by the Vaccinators protecting the politically powerful, very proLtable alliance between

medical trade, the chemical industry and governments.

Just like today, the Vaccinators slapped the “anti-science” label on anyone defending medical

freedom and opposing mandatory vaccination.  By 1905, a Lutheran pastor who had

suffered a smallpox vaccine reaction challenged mandatory smallpox vaccination.

In a seminal U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Jacobson v. Massachusetts, the high stakes ideological

debate dominated by the Vaccinators based on a utilitarian “greater good” rationale popular in

academic circles at the time prevailed.

The Supreme Court majority agrmed the constitutional authority of state legislatures to pass

mandatory vaccination laws in the U.S.  The Vaccinators took that legal victory at the turn of the

20th century and ran with it all the way to the banks funding the global Public Health Empire in

the 21st century.

By 2022, the global market for preventive vaccines was valued at over $200 billion dollars — up

from $34 billion in 2017  — with much of that revenue guaranteed to multinational drug

corporations by vaccination laws. And the global pharmaceutical market had become a 1.4

trillion-dollar business, with the U.S. population paying for and using 50% — or 550 billion dollars’

worth — of all drugs and vaccines consumed in the world.

The Vaccinators Have Waged a Two-Century War on Microorganisms

Crippled by ignorance, blinded by hubris, for more than two centuries the Vaccinators have

waged a war on microorganisms, insisting that the only way to win that war is to create more and

more vaccines and compel everyone to buy and use them.  It started out with one vaccine

targeting one organism.

Today the Vaccinators have declared war on 17 more microorganisms, insisting every child be

given over 70 doses of vaccines  to try to prevent infectious diseases like chickenpox  that do

not come close to being in the same category as smallpox.  And now they want everyone to get

an annual COVID shot along with an annual Ou shot,  while creating a long list of new vaccines

for all kinds of infectious — as well as chronic diseases — they want everyone to take.

Instead of spending money to tackle historic causes of poor health — like poverty,  poor

sanitation,  poor nutrition,  and environmental pollution,  and developing effective ways to

help people get through infections without suffering complications, the Vaccinators continue to

put all their eggs in one basket.

Abandoning the precautionary principle to “Lrst, do no harm,” with tunnel vision they desperately

hold on to the 19th century vaccination paradigm and march forward in the name of consensus

science  and “the greater good,” taking down anyone who stands in their way.

What Else Do Vaccines Do?

Vaccine products atypically manipulate the immune system by stimulating an acute inOammatory

response in the body  but, in an unknown number of people, that inOammation does not

resolve.

And nobody knows how many of the hundreds of millions of children and adults — with 1 in 2 in

America now suffering with a chronic inOammatory disease  that damages the heart, brain,

lungs, joints, immune system and other parts of the body  — can trace the beginning of their

poor health conditions back to vaccinations that begin on the day of birth  and continue

throughout childhood and during pregnancy  until the last year of life.

We’ve done what the Vaccinators have told us to do for two centuries. The vaccination rate

among school aged children in the U.S. has been close to 95% since the 1980s.

And yet, today the United States of America has the worst maternal and infant mortality rate

and the worst life expectancy rate compared to other developed nations,  while 1 child in 6 is

learning disabled;  1 in 10 has allergies,  ADHD  or an anxiety disorder;  1 in 36 develops

autism;  1 in 150 has epilepsy;  1 in 285 is diabetic;  and millions more are suffering with

poor health conditions marked by chronic inOammation in the brain and other parts of the body.

It is a chronic disease and disability epidemic that accounts for 90 percent of the 4.1 trillion

dollars in annual US health care costs.

Where Is the Real Science?

Where are the large, prospective, long-term scientiLc studies comparing all morbidity and

mortality outcomes in unvaccinated and highly vaccinated humans that parents of vaccine

injured children asked for more than 25 years ago?

Where is the big library of biological mechanism science investigating what happens to the cells

and mitochondria  and chromosomes?

What happens to the microbiome  and function of the heart and brain and other organs when a

pharmaceutical product containing parts of live or genetically engineered human and animal

viruses and bacteria, plus foreign proteins, chemicals, metals, DNA and synthetic mRNA is

injected into the human body over and over and over again?

No two human beings are exactly the same, so where ARE the methodologically sound studies

that explain how genetics,  epigenetics,  environmental factors  and other inOuences

raise or lower an individual’s risk for complications from both infectious diseases or vaccination?

Where IS the REAL science that Jenner didn’t know how to do, but could have been done by now,

if the Vaccinators really wanted to know the truth about “scientiLc” assumptions made when

doctors were still slicing open veins and purging the life out of both sick and healthy people two

centuries ago?

Why have we accepted vaccination as the greatest medical invention in the history of medicine

instead of holding the Vaccinators accountable for what may be the biggest lie in the history of

medicine?

And even if vaccination IS the greatest invention in the history of medicine, anyone with the

power to force you to alter and risk damaging your body or the body of your minor child without

your voluntary, informed consent has too much power,  because if the state can tag, track down

and force individuals to be injected with biologicals of known and unknown toxicity today, then

there will be no limit on which individual freedoms the state can take away in the name of the

greater good tomorrow.

Taking Back Individual Sovereignty From the Vaccinators

If the last three years taught us nothing else, we now know it is time to declare our independence

from the Vaccinators and take back individual sovereignty,  our right to autonomy,  before

it is too late. Right now, we have an opportunity to free ourselves from the chemical chains that

empower the Vaccinators to change who we are, how we think, what we believe and what we can

and cannot do.

But we cannot liberate ourselves from those very expensive chemical chains at the national or

global level unless freedom of speech is restored to its rightful place as a non-negotiable

fundamental liberty for all. Under the U.S. Constitution, freedom of speech means you have the

right to speak, write and share ideas and opinions without facing punishment from the

government.

Freedom of speech has been muzzled in the U.S. and many other countries since 2020 at the

direction of the Vaccinators controlling policymaking in governments and at the United Nations,

who have put pressure on private corporations operating the WorldWideWeb and media to end all

public debate about mandatory vaccination.
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There is really only one way to free ourselves from the Vaccinators and that is to eliminate one-size-Lts-all vaccination laws
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If the Vaccinators have to resort to censoring freedom of speech because they are so afraid of

what the people really think about vaccination, then they have already lost the debate.

I believe Jefferson was right. The Oames of liberty kindled on the 4th of July 1776 have spread

over too much of the globe to be extinguished by petty tyrants in governments and at the United

Nations determined to exploit the people for power and proLt.

It is time to publicly question why mandatory vaccination has been made the cornerstone of

preventive health programs since the 19th century, when highly vaccinated populations are sicker

than ever in the 21st century. It’s time to clear the way for more rational, enlightened approaches

to maintaining health and wellness that work in harmony with nature instead of branding every

infectious disease as an enemy to be eradicated from the earth.

What Can Be Done?

There is really only one way to free ourselves from the Vaccinators and that is to eliminate one-

size-Lts-all vaccination laws.  Like every other pharmaceutical product sold in the

marketplace, vaccines should be subject to the law of supply and demand, and no one should be

penalized in any way for making an informed choice about use of a product that can injure, kill or

fail to work, and is sold by drug companies with no liability when people die or are disabled by the

product.

In the U.S., most vaccine laws are state laws and at NVIC, we have been working with families

and state legislatures since 2010 through the free online NVIC Advocacy Portal to stop vaccine

mandates and electronic vaccine tracking systems, and to expand medical, religious and

conscientious belief vaccine exemptions.

We are committed to helping you protect the legal right to get a school education, receive

medical care, have health insurance, hold a job and move about freely in society without being

coerced or sanctioned for exercising informed consent to vaccination.

The years of hard work we have been doing in the states paid off big time in 2021 when every one

of the 50 state legislatures in the U.S. refused to mandate the COVID-19 vaccine. It was a victory

that should not be underestimated.

There has never been a better time to take action, so please sign up and take action at

NVICAdvocacy.org today and join this historic Lght for independence.

What else can you do? You can educate your community and participate in improving

government at every level — from getting involved in elections for school boards, city and country

councils and sheriffs — to showing up at the polls in state and federal elections. You can run for

ogce yourself or make sure those who do run have integrity and are committed to defending civil

liberties, including the right to make voluntary decisions about vaccination.

We need to elect lawmakers who will call a halt to the pay-for-play scheme that Congress gave

the pharmaceutical industry decades ago and stop drug companies from paying the FDA  to

cut corners and fast-track their experimental drugs and vaccines to market — like the notoriously

reactive and ineffective mRNA COVID vaccine that already has netted PLzer and Moderna a

staggering $100 billion.

We need a law to stop the revolving door between Big Pharma and government

agencies  so the Vaccinators can’t go to work for drug companies and then work for

government, and then go back to working for drug companies, whose products they were

regulating and promoting when they worked for government.

We need a law prohibiting research scientists employed by government agencies in public-private

business partnerships with Pharma from holding patents on vaccines they create with drug

companies,  so they can proLt from sales of those vaccines whether they continue working

for government or quit and work for drug companies.

The U.S. is only one of two countries that allows direct-to-consumer advertising by drug

companies,  which is why every other ad on TV is selling prescription drugs and promoting

vaccines. We need a law that unhooks mainstream media from their Pharma paymasters, so the

media have more incentive to tell the truth instead of spewing out disinformation produced by the

Vaccinators.

We need Congress to restore the civil liability provisions that were originally in the National

Childhood Vaccine Injury Act when it was passed in 1986 holding negligent doctors accountable

for medical malpractice and holding drug companies liable for defectively designed vaccines.

It is shameful that the historic law, which acknowledged government licensed and recommended

childhood vaccines can cause injury and death, was gutted after it was passed by weakening

amendments and rule-making by federal agencies that eliminated many of the vaccine safety,

liability and federal compensation provisions that parents had worked so hard to secure in it.

We need Congress to conduct an investigation into and overhaul operation of the Department of

Health and Human Services, including taking away oversight on vaccine safety and public health

research priorities and putting it into an independent agency that reports directly to

Congress.

We need state legislatures to stop mandating vaccines and stop creating electronic vaccine

tracking systems lacking informed consent protections,  and stop passing laws that allow

doctors to pressure young children to get vaccinated without the knowledge or consent of their

parents.

We need elected state representatives to take back their power to make public health law instead

of turning over that power to unelected employees working in public health departments.  And,

we need laws prohibiting doctors from denying medical care to children and adults solely based

on their vaccination status.

There is a lot that can be done to break the chemical chains that tie the people to the Vaccinators

from the day of birth to the last year of life — but only if we stop taking our freedom for granted

and expecting someone else to do it for us.

You have the God-given right to autonomy, the right to protect the biological integrity of your body

and that of your minor child. You have the natural right to exercise freedom of thought and to use

your gut instincts, mother’s intuition and common sense when making a beneLt-risk decision

about taking a medical risk. Don’t be afraid to say “no” to a doctor or anyone pressuring you to

take a vaccine or give your child a vaccine you do not consider to be safe or effective.

You have the civil right to exercise freedom of speech. Don’t be afraid to talk to your family,

friends and lawmakers about why you think it is important to defend freedom of speech and the

ethical principle of informed consent to medical risk taking, which includes vaccine risk taking.

We can all do something every day — no matter how big or small — to protect the beating heart of

liberty. Contact NVIC and join the revolution. Make a donation. Take action.

Be the one who never has to say you did not do today what you could have done to change

tomorrow. It's your health. Your family. Your Choice. And our mission continues: No forced

vaccination. Not in America.

Optimize your omega-3 levels with high-quality products. If you don’t regularly eat wild Alaskan

salmon, herring, sardines, or anchovies, you’re likely not getting enough healthy omega-3s,

speciLcally DHA and EPA. Replenish diminishing levels, and support your heart, blood vessels,

brain, mitochondria, immune health as well as an already healthy inOammatory response with this

entourage of high-quality MSC-certiLed omega-3 supplements.
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The Truth does not have to Censor. Those who have found themselves owned by powerful interests, censor the truth for those powerful

interests chained by whatever tethers them to those same interests. A foundation to the Spider Web of InOuence is the Rockefeller

Medicine Legacy who have not only Waged a Two-Century War on Microorganisms with Vax's, but nearly any corner one can think of

using It Kills Germs as the Center to it all. Case in point, as a kid in the 60s the local river would run different colors for different

products it made.

The dyes along with harsh chemicals. The grownups would say it's all safe because - it Kills Germs. What they believed, because it was

what they were schooled & told. Not a complete lie. When our bodies died, germs died with them - pretzel logic. Just the Gut, but being

as many people climbing the ladder hoping to hitch their wagon to the vast fortunes & inOuence of the Power Machine, it is not too hard

to expect to Lll their personal coffers with the $$$'s of Patrons such as the Rockefeller's they would promote & indoctrinate those

people Lrst in order to set forth & execute so many of the offenders we see today inOicting all with dis-ease of all sorts.

It may be very likely some of the world's biggest germ-a-phobs are the Predator$ who in turn see us as the Great Unwashed, Germ Bags,

threatening their health. A very bad & extreme path has been followed for too long. The current vax foundation is built on very old

science, & it was manipulated from the beginning through today.

The negatives were pushed away, ignored & new products rested on top of those faulty experiments. New science, knowledge, tools

have been shused aside as new products were 'tested' against old products, old vaccines. NOT in real blind studies with a Vax tested

against a placebo, salt solution, whatever. There has never been a proper Control Group. Way past time for proper investigation & a call

to halt large chunks of the current menu of Jabs.
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Very well said Just, we are guinea pigs of the germ theory and of the universal response of genetic weapons against C-19. The

Lght against one-size-Lts-all mandates and defense of the truth needs freedom of expression to defeat the censorship imposed

on scientists and doctors like Dr. Mercola who reports on the truth of science, defending the freedom and rights of people.

Freedom of expression constitutes one of the pillars of the human being and based on it, human dignity is the essence of the

rights of the person. ScientiLc progress is assisted by debate, with the progress of humanity towards reason.

We are Lnding that, instead of the end of servitude and false consciousness, instead of the disappearance of ignorance, slavery

and misery, what social and individual ethics demands is the hope of that humanity becomes the fundamental value of freedom

that all other values converge. What has happened is that this ethics has been marginalized by a mere scientiLc, technical and

economic decline, where corruption invades its domain. The censorship of freedom of expression and debate cannot be

undermined by the corruption of tyrants who only idolize power and money.

Censorship is the greatest cowardice and announcement of the weakness of those who exercise it, because it is in debate where

the richness of thought arises, the rest is called indoctrination, abuse of power, intentional construction of legitimizing discourse.

Freedom of expression is an inalienable value that must be defended by any individual or social group that pays for the most

proper and noble dimension of human beings. Freedom is the force that illuminates true progress
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Humanity is trapped in the corruption of the globalist elite represented in the Davos meetings that dominates the information,

which suppresses the censorship channels of true science. Misinformation, propaganda, and the loss of free speech have many

parents, NewsGuard received a large portion of their seed money from Publicis, and since much of their revenue comes from the

pharmaceutical industry, they disqualify the websites of competitors from Pharma, such as “anti-vaxx” websites. NewsGuard's

health-related service called HealthGuard is also associated with an organization calling itself the Center for the Fight Against

Digital Hate (CCDH).

In short, it is about establishing a news network commanded by the state, as Dr. Mercola has expressed "the truth of the state" a

deep state full of interests for a devastating technocracy. The big technology companies and the media contribute and drive the

advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to invest and handling billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause

tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage the market and competition, it also means giving

up a productive contribution to the material progress of society.

The lobbies try to inOuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work consists not so much in

pressing directly, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes the political authorities to be prone to what they they

look for. In short, the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those below to give the money to those above. It is

clear that the way corporations inOuence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health of humanity. We have to

Lght the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the future of all of us is threatened
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In addition, informed consent must be considered as the basis of medical ethics, but the political interference led by the

pharmaceutical giant has been an unprecedented interference by the government in the doctor-patient relationship. Considerable

Lnancial incentives were paid to medical industries and medical providers to suppress pre and early treatment in COVID-19 and

push Allopathic medicine with dire consequences. STATEMENT FROM MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS SUPPORTING PARENTAL

RIGHTS AND MEDICAL FREEDOM. BY Michael Kane, Meryl Nass, M.D. If you are a medical professional or scientist who supports

the views in this letter please add your signature as it will be circulated to lawmakers throughout America.

1)There is no scientiLc rationale for continuing any COVID-19 mandates in 2023 and beyond. 2)Mask and vaccine exemptions

must be offered at the discretion of the physician and patient as opposed to one-size-Lts-all government edicts. 3)Parental

rights and decisions must be preserved to ensure the health and well-being of their children. 4)The ability of medical

professionals to speak freely to their patients and the public must not be compromised.

childrenshealthdefense.org/community-forum/statement-from-medical-prof..
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Thank you Gui, if we were to develop a proper vaccine it would be to eliminate Corruption, the largest spreader of Dis-Ease of any

kind, of any sort. Just sayn'
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And this is why the Truth doesn't need to be censored, but has been; www.youtube.com/.../oH5tk98Pnc4
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Very true Just, a censorship with implications for the Pentagon, the State Department, the Department of Homeland Security

(DHS), certain aspects of the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the 17 intelligence agencies that should never have a leading role

in a rule of law and they imply corruption against the rights of the sovereign people where freedom must be defended. Freedom

of expression and academic freedom is needed to get people to reach the truth of information and science. The integrity of

thought requires the right to liberty and security of the person; the right to a fair trial; freedom of expression; freedom of thought,

conscience and religion; the right to privacy and family life; Freedom of association; freedom from discrimination; and

surveillance by consent, aspects that have been lost at all professional and academic levels, all of which are long before

Covid-19.

The government response to the coronavirus pandemic has Lnished massacring these fundamental human rights. As Dr.

Mercola reported, most of the international news coverage in Western media is provided by three global news agencies: The

Associated Press (AP), Reuters, and Agence France-Presse (AFP). Intelligence agencies and defense ministries are well aware of

the power of these news agencies and use them regularly.

The rest of the technocratic apparatus uses these news agencies in the same way and for the same reasons: to proliferate

certain narratives while burying or “discrediting” others. The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) of the

Department of Homeland Security is associated with a censorship consortium called the Electoral Integrity Association (EIP).

Through this consortium, DHS illegally censors Americans. Elon Musk recently called CISA a "propaganda platform." We now

know that CISA is associated with a censorship consortium called the Electoral Integrity Association (EIP). The EIP, in turn, is

made up of four organizations.
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Discovery documents from a lawsuit against the White House 13 Lled by the attorneys general of Missouri and Louisiana (Eric

Schmitt and Jeff Landry) show that at least 67 federal employees in more than a dozen agencies are involved in this type of

intelligence activity. illegal censorship (in the link). As blogger and propaganda analyst Klark Barnes has pointed out, if we want

to be free, we must know what propaganda is and how it works. Classical rhetoric is about persuasion through argument. Logic

is appealed. Propaganda, on the other hand, is a kind of subrational manipulation that appeals to our most basic instincts.

An informal deLnition of propaganda is "an organized attempt to get people to think or do something, or not to think or do

something." The problem with propaganda is that it is inherently biased and one-sided, which can become downright dangerous

if the other party is censored. This is particularly true when it comes to medicine and health.

s3.documentcloud.org/documents/22273739/us-objections-and-responses.pd..

 www.globalresearch.ca/every-facet-government-censorship-business/58049..  (2023)

takecontrol.substack.com/.../government-and-big-tech-collusion  (2023)
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As you have been saying , all of us are saying, is we need to think for ourselves, something people do not do today. False gods,

TV, tell us what to think, say and do. Let experience with these "life saving elixiers" determine if we use them or not. Born in 1940,

I grew up with germs yet lived so far to 82 years.  Drank raw milk, ate berries before washing them, Did most all the things "they"

said would kill me. I must have done something right! Now we need to not just say it, but do it!  Mankind also needs to admit we

do not know all, are not supreme. We need to change our ways, wake up, return to old fashioned morals, kindness, The

GoldenRule! Do not let others sew division, hatred for when we are divided, we will fall.
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Very true Dordee. The genetic weapons mandates against Covid-19 have fostered and promoted the path of domination over the

obedient masses, who contemplate their fate with resignation before the leaders of the planet in almost all spheres of life. This

spirit has inLltrated the political, technological, medical or research realm, which simply acts as a thoughtless slave within an

increasingly robotic technocracy, a chain of errors that only beneLts top executives at the end of that production of suffering and

death. This submission must be defeated!! The moral, ethical, and spiritual values that underpin the existence of a healthy

society are being undermined by intellectual laziness, comfort, and material comforts, which violate individual rights.

That is what has opened the door to the government of the dictatorship, to a market devoid of freedoms. What do we have

against the power of the dictatorship? Our courage, our clear awareness of inquiring into the truth and our love as the epicenter

of all areas of our lives. Love will promote a better relationship with yourself, with your loved ones, with your work, with your

interests and with all those things in life that will allow you to fully enjoy it.
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DR SCOTT JENSEN | MEDICAL JOURNALS ARE BEING DELETED With so many people dead and injured from the covid mandates

and injections, medical journals that published BS science to support the genocidal agenda, are scrubbing the record to hide

their guilt. Here is a brief but important alert from Dr Scott Jensen, a long-time family physician, and former Minnesota State

Senator for Carver County. drtrozzi.org/2023/06/23/dr-scott-jense-medical-journals-are-being-dele..  (06/23/2023)
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A federal judge has made a historic ruling by partially granting an injunction that blocks various Biden administration ogcials

and government agencies like the Justice Department and the FBI from working with big tech Lrms to censor posts on social
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and government agencies like the Justice Department and the FBI from working with big tech Lrms to censor posts on social

media. The injunction came in response to a censorship-by-proxy lawsuit brought by attorneys general in Louisiana and Missouri,

who have accused Biden administration ogcials and various government agencies of pressuring social media companies to

suspend accounts or take down posts.

The judge, Terry A. Doughty, wrote in the July 4 judgment (pdf) that various government agencies, including the Cybersecurity

and Infrastructure Agency (CISA), the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the U.S. Department of State, the Department of

Justice (DOJ), and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) are prohibited from taking a range of actions with

regards to social media companies. www.theepochtimes.com/judge-delivers-major-blow-to-biden-admin-in-soci..  (07/04/2023)
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Vaccinators, politicians, doctors, well you name it cannot harm anyone. PERIOD. It is the ENFORCERS that do their will that are the main

problem. The police that were willing to club someone or taze them if they didn't wear a mask. That were willing to arrest you for

preaching or for gathering somewhere that was "forbidden". That would be willing to come with GUNS to force you to take a vaccine.

THEY ARE THE PROBLEM. They ALWAYS have been the problem. They were the problem at Concord Green. They were the problem in

Germany taking people to gas chambers. They were the problem at Kent State. They have ALWAYS been the problem. They were the

problem at Ruby Ridge.

They were the problem at Waco. They were the problem with Donald Scott. They were the problem at the Bundies. They were the

problem with Lavoy Finicum. UNDERSTAND THIS AND BE WILLING to do what the colonists did to the ENFORCERS of King George's

edicts. AIM SMALL MISS SMALL. THAT is what the 2nd amendment is all about. GET IT THROUGH YOUR HEADS. Being a paciLst and

getting beat to death with a club by an ENFORCER will not make them stop. When they start getting SHOT by anyone trying to FORCE

this crap on us...they will get the message. I'd rather die with a pile of hot brass around me than to take one of their stinking poison

shots.
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Now THAT'S an appropriate message for independrnce day!
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Being a paciLst by signing petitions, writing your Congressperson and complaining and talking big online will not stop them. DO

NOT COMPLY. Never again put on a muzzle no matter how uncomfortable and embarrassing the situation. This coming

plandemic is the hill to die on. Are you going to cower and remain silent in public AGAIN? I'm going to be walking through the

supermarket YELLING for people to wake up and smell the bullshit. So I get told to leave- boo hoo. Better than walking around on

you knees with the rest of the sheeple.
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Realistic and appropriate manifestation. Top 5 laws and mandates in the United States that strip Americans of their rights: THE

TOP 5 LAWS AND MANDATES IN THE UNITED STATES THAT TAKE AWAY AMERICANS OF THEIR RIGHTS: #1. the patriot act #2.

NDAA #3. obamacare #4. Vaccine mandates (especially for Covid-19 deadly clot shots) #5. The RESTRICT Act

fascism.news/2023-04-11-top-5-most-dangerous-laws-and-mandates.html  .-- The governor of Florida has stated that both the

federal government and pharmaceutical companies have lied about the egcacy and safety of experimental mRNA vaccines.

According to DeSantis, this hoax was intended to get as many people as possible to inject the clot.

He previously sued the White House for lying about his state's stance on COVID-19 vaccines. “The White House is lying about it,

surprise,” DeSantis said on June 17. “It doesn't surprise me that the White House lies, [and] it deLnitely doesn't surprise me that

the legacy media ampliLes the lie, because that's what they do. The state of Florida... published an article saying that [we] have

not ordered, [the] Florida Department of Health has not ordered mRNA injections for babies. Yeah, we didn't. We recommend that

you don't." www.foxnews.com/us/Oorida-ron-desantis-white-house-lying-vaccine  (06/20/2022)
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A team of nine experts from Harvard, Johns Hopkins and other major universities has published paradigm-shifting research on

the egcacy and safety of COVID-19 vaccines, calling it unethical to require mandatory vaccinations for college students. This

50-page study, which was published in The Social Science Research Network in late August, analyzed CDC and

industry-sponsored data on vaccine adverse events and concluded that COVID-19 booster mandates for young people can cause

18 to 98 actual serious adverse events for every theoretically COVID-19 infection-related hospitalization. Based on their analysis

of public data provided to the CDC, they estimated that between 22,000 and 30,000 previously uninfected young adults would

need to be boosted with an mRNA vaccine to avoid a single prevented hospitalization.

The article is co-authored by Dr. Stefan Baral, professor of epidemiology at Johns Hopkins University; surgeon Martin Adel

Makary, MD, a Johns Hopkins professor known for his books exposing medical misconduct, including "Unexplained: What

Hospitals Won't Tell You and How Transparency Can Revolutionize Health Care." The authors of this new article argue that

college reinforcement mandates are unethical.

They give Lve speciLc reasons for this bold claim: 1) Lack of transparency in policy making. 2) Expected damage. 3) Lack of

effectiveness. 4) No recourse for vaccine-injured young adults. 5) Damage to society. The report concludes that mandatory

booster vaccinations do more harm than good. www.theepochtimes.com/unethical-and-up-to-98-times-worse-than-the-dise.. .

html?utm_source=ccpvnoe&utm_campaign=2022-09-12&utm_medium=email&est=tGV4XLBb19R1bMS%2F64jOBptO95gMzNQi

H4XhkaIdG3s3IqFFI5DK2VSLmfJifP9y (11/09
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Unfortunately "The New Normal" is the loss of freedoms, global neoliberalism is even stronger thanks to the pandemic and has

increased its proLts. It has obtained it not only through exploitation, but directly through the social murder of the working class,

the increase in the power of corporations, the health of the people, a crisis that will last over time with hunger, inequalities and

deaths. All Covid mandates must be suspended immediately. They do not intend to “protect people's lives. It is a big lie. The

scientiLc evidence is overwhelming. The so-called pandemic is a criminal enterprise. However, the reality is that martial law is

being applied against them, the one that Klauss Schwab prints with his march from his Youth School with Trudeau applying the

Emergency Law against civil disobedience.

www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (2022) Many people and many professionals are

defending the truth with solid arguments, where the global measures taken to combat SARS-CoV-2 largely violate this vision,

exposing fraudulent diagnoses, defense of the immune system and natural immunity to other coronaviruses. , protection of

vulnerable groups, media misinformation, intervention with a "vaccine" to treat people like guinea pigs instead of early and

effective treatment, calling for immediate government restoration of all our civil liberties .

www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-medical-doctors-health-professionals..  (2022)
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FANATIC?’: BIDEN’S NEW CDC DIRECTOR WAS STRONG PROPONENT OF PANDEMIC MANDATES, MASKS AND LOCKDOWNS

President Biden’s pick to head the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has a “proven track record protecting Americans’

health and safety,” according to the White House, but critics attacked her support for strict mandates and lockdowns and

questioned her latest employer’s ties to the Gates Foundation and World Economic Forum.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mandy-cohen-new-cdc-director-covid..  (06/22/2023) CANADIAN AIRLINE EMPLOYEES

FILE CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT OVER COVID VACCINE MANDATES The three initial plaintiffs in the lawsuit — a pilot, a Oight

attendant and an airport station attendant — were suspended or Lred from their jobs after they refused to comply with the

Canadian government’s COVID-19 vaccine mandates for airline workers and passengers.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/canadian-airline-lawsuit-covid-vac..  (05/22/2023) PFIZER DIO MILLONES A GRUPOS

'INDEPENDIENTES' PARA IMPULSAR MANDATOS DE VACUNAS CONTRA EL COVID El gigante farmacutico PLzer en 2021 otorg

numerosas subvenciones a asociaciones mdicas, grupos de consumidores y organizaciones de derechos civiles con el Ln de

crear la apariencia de un apoyo generalizado para los mandatos de vacunas COVID-19, inform el periodista de investigacin Lee

Fang. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pLzer-funding-promote-covid-vacci..  (05/26/2023)
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I agree wholeheartedly. We need to start dismantling the standing army by any means necessary! Violence at this juncture is the

ONLY way!
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Might is right while eugenics and "natural selection" works... the graphenated vaxx/5G horses/poisons/weapons are already well

out of the barn having already been deployed... again... surprise... surprise... well gollee, as Gomer Pyle would say. The ranchers

have been eugenically force vaxxing cattle for hundreds of years, the cattle whine and moo, and the ranchers don't give a Oying

f*ck. The Show Must Go On. "All the wild men, big cigars, gigantic cars... they're all laughin' at the lie." www.youtube.com/watch

 The enforcers/media/military just need to "keep the peace" and hold their course as the already injected/deployed soft kill

poisons continue to work their magic...

drip... drip.. tick.. tock... tick.. tock. High velocity injected poisons coming out of the muzzle of a syringe needle or other types of

muzzles are effectively "bioweapons" in a well planned engineered war/cull either way... that's why the engineered consent of the

eugenically compliant/wilfully ignorant oblivious cattle is so effective...

in a silent [undeclared] war [without end] with quiet weapons... eugenics by consent and/or by non-consent works and it's OK.

War is war, fast or slow, quick and the dead. The ranchers/enforcers just need to incrementally activate their directionally

targeted binary weapons 5G EMF and social credit/carbon/austerity/famine economies in Fabian style with their continued

plausible deniability and indifference to the mooing dying cattle/critics.

Eugenics and natural selection and covert silent wars continue to high-grade the herd... they always have. There is nothing new

under the sun. Ranchers ain't stupid... but they can pretend... and it works... and it's OK. The remnant folks in 2123 will likely see

the archived videos from these past eugenical soft/hard kill wars/culls/holocausts/resets [and likely again in 2223 rinse and

repeat as req'd] as good things. The really stupid and bothersome really are expendable on a planet with 8 billion.
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Well said. The task seems insurmountable because of the forces we are up against, but we have to keep going because there are

examples throughout history where only a few brought about great changes. We're at such a time again. The light is here; we just have

to recognise it and call it in.
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Strongly agree. Its_All_Light . The man of spirit feels permanent indignation against injustice and directs his love towards

humanity that Lghts for ethics and social justice. Initiatives should be sought for the participation of community-based

organizations, the support of the true science of health, and the conservation of the environment, outside of the global mandates

that force to go against biological nature and the human soul with experiments. genes that cause death and suffering, so that

concrete, integrating and sustainable solutions can be achieved together, to Lght against the great threat of tyrants who want to

dominate bodies and minds.

All of this will counter a growing danger of mass civil unrest, famines, pandemics, and war. Humanity may fall prey to seeing

revolutions overthrow entire economies and currencies. The globalist elite have taken over governments whose failure can

self-destruct them. The house of cards collapses. A house of cards marked by medical and political corruption. “A MAN IS BUT A

PRODUCT OF HIS THOUGHTS. WHAT HE THINKS HE BECOMES.”- GANDHI.
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We are up against the forces of govt (paid for with our own tax dollars), the wealthy pharmaceutical companies (also largely

proLting from our tax dollars) and the media. We are further obstructed by brain washed individuals--even some of whom were

seriously vaxine-injured, but state they would do it (get jabbed) all over again. Of the 80% of Americans who were jabbed, many

still believe it was a good thing, although the number with "buyer's regret" increases daily. Never again must anyone be mandated

to violate their conscience or deny their common sense. The question is whether the 4th amendment still stands... "to be secure

in our persons".
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As of now, its a slow crawl through the US justice system (also broken) but every bit helps. Here's a new article from Peter

Halligan: You can almost smell the feet burning as they are held closer and closer to the Lre “Ivermectin was unlawfully blocked”

- - peterhalligan.substack.com/p/you-can-almost-smell-the-feet-burning  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ AND from Dr. Peter

McCullough: CDC Promotes JYNNEOS "MAX your VAX" - Agency Advertises Monkeypox Vaccination without Public Health

Emergency Status or Warnings for Heart Damage: petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/cdc-promotes-jynneos-max-your-vax  - -

seems US health agencies completely morphed into marketing arms for Pharma over the last decade until all hell breaks lose;

lost any illusion of regulating anything.

Their disguise and mis-direction being stripped away by their own actions! How much longer do we need to witness their

demise? And this interview of Warner Mendenhall esq. was posted mid-June: Warner Mendenhall - Medical Malpractice,

Unprecedented Overreach, and Hospital Protocols That Killed - - www.bitchute.com/.../APqrYaayA5EB  - - Warner talks big, lets

hope he can keep up the attack on those who broke US "Health Care" to suit their corporate greed!
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If you’ve seen documentaries about germs and viruses, you’ll never get another vaccine again. What do vaccines do? They infect us

with all sorts of chronic illnesses and autoimmune disorders. The mRNA technology just delivers a different kind of toxin, but they’re all

dangerous.
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Toxicology vs Virology courageouslion380.substack.com/.../toxicology-vs-virology
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Way more dangerous, as this may be one of the more jarring discussions about how "the snake GATES beat goes on and on and

on" - you will want to stay on this til the end, as numerous current and future plans are being discussed: "Todd Callender & Dr Lee

Vliet - Bill Gates: The Evil Never Stops": www.bitchute.com/.../eyBdiXOQDIfJ  (recorded in June?) - - this has religious over- and

undertones, however their emphasis on the spiritual war being waged cannot be easily dismissed. Perfect topic for July 4th?

More like a call for everyone to expose this continuation of a killer AGENDA whatever way they can. France is already being

decimated. Florida and Texas are under attack from hyped-up mosquitoes! Patterns repeat from 80 years ago, its a call to

identify numerous attacks against independence and our freedoms.
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"C'mon Man," Fireworks and hot dogs perpetuate the myth of freedom...a grand illusion...an inquisition of word control...the state loves

you...pledge allegiance to a decaying empire, mass hypnosis and steaming media bullshit...Washington, Jefferson, Iwo Jima....Shut up.
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Yes Randall, there are many barriers that must be overcome in the path of freedom of expression but hope must always be on the

horizon. We can add John F. Kennedy's Inaugural Address, January 20, 1961. We observe today not a victory of party, but a

celebration of freedom — symbolizing an end, as well as a beginning — signifying renewal, as well as change. For I have sworn

before you and Almighty God the same solemn oath our forebears prescribed nearly a century and three quarters ago............

..............In the long history of the world, only a few generations have been granted the role of defending freedom in its hour of

maximum danger.

I do not shrink from this responsibility — I welcome it. I do not believe that any of us would exchange places with any other

people or any other generation. The energy, the faith, the devotion which we bring to this endeavor will light our country and all

who serve it — and the glow from that Lre can truly light the world............ ..... www.ushistory.org/.../ask-not.htm
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" "C'mon Man," Fireworks and hot dogs perpetuate the myth of freedom..." as well as those who can shrill and scream patriotic

anthems the loudest.
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There are none more enslaved than those that think they are free.
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Yeah, go to a parade today and pledge allegiance to the Corporation that owns you and holds you captive. Wave that corporate

banner (Oag) and proclaim God bless the Corporation (America)! Sorry, but it's long overdue for the people of America to start

blessing God.
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Yes, it is a very digcult holiday when considering all these things. I support what our country was supposed to be, the ideals and

principles it was founded on, but cannot pledge allegiance to what it has become. That would violate my beliefs. Sadly,

corruption was with her from the very start, in the shadows, planning (freemasonry came over to our shores very early). Such is

evil in a fallen world.
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This has been going on for a very long time. We have to be able to make our own choices. No other person has the right to force us to

do something to our bodies that we object to. It has to be stopped. We also need to be rid of all of the alphabet agencies. God gave us

this one body and we should be able to choose for ourselves
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We also need the removal of manufacturing, distribution, and unnecessary political, unscientiLc restrictions to access alternative

medicines and nutrients that doctors/Medical Professionals (MP) have used and believe can be beneLcial in dealing with pathogens.

The National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) and the Children's Health Defense should be given equal free time to promote the

positions of those MP who support the use of alternative meds to educate the people. Many died only because they had no access to

alternative meds and were lied to about their effectiveness. Schools need to be involved early on in education for the way to build the

immune system.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Benjamon Rush was right.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 6:05:33 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, monopolies do not want competition. As much as they fund to bandy about slick Sales Dog Messaging about Free Markets

they wouldn't be able to survive in a real Free Market. If they had to survive on any of their products actually working, they would

starve. A big chunk of what carries the illusion they are a healthy business is in the current system of money-making money off

of money is fueling nothing short of Corporate Cannabalism to continue to show an illusion of growth. A proper Healthcare

system wouldn't be costing the public Trillions of dollars. A proper Healthcare System would take the drain off of Medicare &

Medicaid and those funds could be available to invest in a Real Deal creating Regenerative, Sustainable Methods of all sorts

throughout Society. Make real wealth supported by the health of the people and Our Garden, Planet Earth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 6:09:57 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason when this plandemic started I vowed to stay away from hospitals, drs, etc. Hospitals not only have people who are

sick but are run by corporations with NO concern for our health. I and my neighbors kept supplies of alternatives so if anyone

needed them it was there. We shared, helped one another. Some got Covid but stayed home, self treated and survived. Then,

thank God we have some as Dr. Mercola who are willing to put it all on the line to speak the truth. We all need to "put it all on the

line". After all, without freedom are we really living?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 12:37:59 PM
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Hanmer
Joined On 7/30/2010 4:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. and NEW ZEALAND is the other country that allows pharaceutical advs. we are such an insular country, being surrounded by sea,

ideal for practising control on. Our media is disgusting. and we ogten get real news from the USA eg tucker Carlson and others. also at

the moment they are geo-engineering the weather. Strange clouds then terrible storms and rain etc. Ruining different parts of the

country so people will eventually move, probably to 15 min cities. Our Prime Minister about a week ago had his photo taken at the WEF

next to Klauss schwarb.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don't suppose that might have been the reason that you have been effectively disarmed from your defense riOes do you?

Because they could see the writing on the wall when people said, to hell with it... "The most terrifying force of death, comes from

the hands of men who wanted to be left alone. They try, so very hard, to mind their own business and provide for themselves and

those they love. They resist every impulse to Lght back, knowing the forced and permanent change of life that will come from it.

They know, that the moment they Lght back, their lives as they have lived them, are over. The moment the men who wanted to be

left alone are forced to Lght back, it is a form of suicide.

They are literally killing off who they used to be. Which is why, when forced to take up violence, these men who wanted to be left

alone, Lght with unholy vengeance against those who murdered their former lives. They Lght with raw hate, and a drive that

cannot be fathomed by those who are merely play-acting at politics and terror. TRUE TERROR will arrive at these people's door,

and they will cry, scream, and beg for mercy... but it will fall upon the deaf ears of the men who just wanted to be left alone."

~Soviet Dissident Alexander Solzhenitsyn

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 6:25:47 AM
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey lion, what a quote, what a thoughtful statement!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Courageous Lion thanks for the Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn quote. He also wrote an article titled: "Live Not by Lies". He was arrested

and exiled to the West the next day, 1974. "Solzhenitsyn equates 'lies' with ideology, the illusion that human nature and society

can be reshaped to predetermined speciLcations. And his last word before leaving his homeland urges Soviet citizens as

individuals to refrain from cooperating with the regime's lies. Even the most timid can take this least demanding step toward

spiritual independence. If many march together on this path of passive resistance, the whole inhuman system will totter and

collapse."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 11:45:11 AM
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Dar6416
Joined On 11/28/2016 11:17:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article! I just knew in my spirit not to take the vaccine! Even when I got Covid Delta, I refused to go to the hospital (although

my pastor advocated it!) Although I was bedridden for 3 weeks, my healing came through prayer, faith in God, and Dr. Mercola’s advice

for nebulizing with salt and food grade hydrogen peroxide (later I added the iodine)! I am so grateful to be alive today! By the way, our

BODY is comprised of spirit, soul AND body! (You are a spirit, you have a soul and you live in a body) I know that God truly directed my

path when I was at my sickest because I didn’t know what to do. I thank God for His Faithfulness!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you but Covid Delta? Please! Granted your body was detoxing but that only exists on a computer screen.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 9:38:40 AM
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m231231
Joined On 12/18/2015 3:17:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I often say, no mask, no vax, no dr., no meds. People still live in fear about covid, masks are still on in walking, in cars by themselves,

etc. I’m not living in fear. I fear Gov. Lockdown here in Minnesota more than any virus. Former  geography teacher now governor wants

to do your thinking for you. What a joke.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 6:58:01 AM
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm from Minny, too! What a joke of a state. Especially after the George Floyd demolition!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 9:09:19 AM
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah, I am a minny too. Talking about moving to the reddest state we can, but we would never know our grandkids . . . Fortunately

we live in exsurbia. That helps. I cannot believe that people still vote in that clown of a governor!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you guys are from Minny then technically you're minions lol, sorry, today I let my banned humor take over...CHEERS
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An excellent article summarising the corruption and greed of the vax peddlers. Here is a very brave David Martin at the European

Parliament clearly explaining in plain English the history and lies surrounding covid since 1965, and pointing out that the vaccination is

a bio-weapon youtube.com/watch  The idea of alternative communities has been discussed several times. Here in the U.K. we now

have Community Assemblies being formed all over the country, also gaining strength in New Zealand and Australia. This could be the

way to go www.ca-britishisles.com
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joeanddonna
Joined On 9/7/2011 9:14:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"People may not know what they need until you show them"...Steve Jobs (this is something Jobs said in "The Last Interview"..I believe

is the name of the documentary produced about him years ago). My point being: I am printing out this excellent article to hand to

people when my words may fumble because I too believe THE TIME IS NOW. People are starting to listen. They don't come right out and

say the words but it shows in the way they hang on to my every word ..it's quite interesting really. Also, I've learned to speak "in code"

when in heathcare settings and it works! I learned "code speak" (lol) from the alternative news stations. In terms of all the issues on the

table..big pharma, etc..it seems like if our constitutional rights are restored relative to our own bodies, then we have a much stronger

foothold on Lghting the corruption. Thank you Barbara Loe Fisher. From this day forward, NVIC can count on me!!!
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CourageousLion-as per the quote from Soviet Dissident Alexander Solzhenitsyn--These men Lght with such ferocity because they have

nothing left to lose...
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alexander Solzhenitsyn also said: "Any man who has proclaimed violence as his method is inevitably bound to take lying as his

principle."
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bil1245
Joined On 1/14/2023 2:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is one of the best articles I’ve read, not only on vaccination, but on freedom, as it should be. And 15 pages of references — good

grief, someone has done their research! I am going to donate now. Thank you Dr. Mercola for publishing this and thank you Substack for

the platform!
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need elected state representatives to take back their power Jct: Not a chance while most people in power are compromised. Do you

think Jeffrey Epstein was the only entrapment by under-age sex operation going on? The Forces Of Evil do not support those who are

not compromised. Only decriminalizing teenage sex can set them free to take back their power. While the FOE can use its media to

destroy anyone who is compromised, forget about them standing up for you. But if you want to keep illegal the banging of a

"17-year-old child with big *** who'd have been a matron with 3 kids 200 years ago" , then you get what you deserve. If the equipment

works, using it should be legal.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Independence from political control by the King of England, eh? Dream on! American Colonies may have fought for and won their

independence from King George, but the King is dead, long live the King, as they say. How ironic that the American colonies fought

against subservience to King of England and here they are again, royalty has returned through the back door via King Charles III and his

New World Order Great Reset b.s. The twin evils of corporatism and royalty - a toxic duo. Can’t you see that the monarchy has returned

via the corporate power grab which started with the Rockefellers over a century ago?

Where does that leave Magna Carta, the Bill of Rights which was supposed to transfer power to an elected parliament in the UK and to

Congress in the U.S.? As we have already seen, there is little point in party politics while our representatives are controlled by their

puppet masters and the restoration of the monarchy serves as another layer of control. Now paedo prince Andrew is to be made Duke

of Edinburgh - one way perhaps to fulLl the wishes of his father, the original Duke of Edinburgh. The separation of monarchy and

parliament was intended to give the people a voice.

But uncontrolled capitalism is how the war started when the Rockefellers took over health and according to early 20th century

cartoonists - the control of governments as well. Setting up the League of Nations, the IMF, NATO, the Trilateral Commission, the Club

of Rome, the UN, the World Economic Forum and latterly imposing fake “emergencies” involving viruses, climate change, and all the

non-binary b.s. using philanthropy as a tax dodge (Carnegie, Rockefellers, Gates). www.youtube.com/watch

 peterhalligan.substack.com/p/a-pandemic-of-emergencies-the-tyranny?
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to declare independence, not just from the vaccinators but from the whole corporate led sh*tshow that is attempting world

control. Thanks for the illuminating historical perspective, Cabochon, which proves intent, conspiracy and power through wealth

accumulation. We simply must refuse to comply, insist on control of our own health and that of our children and spread the truth

to the doubters and the brainwashed. The misuse of language to instil fear into the minds of those who believe everything their

governments and lamestream media them can be overcome. The truth will out. With that positive thought, we can all wish Dr

Mercola and his readers a happy 4th of July and Independence Day celebration which should apply to all nations on earth who

are prepared to Lght for their freedom. The date has special signiLcance for me as it was my mother’s birthday.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So even in the early beginnings, they knew "vaccinations" were causing nothing but problems, killing and maiming the innocent, and yet

pushed forward... For what?! People can have crazy and false ideas that they choose to cling to, but they should never be allowed or

encouraged to force them on (or promote them under false pretenses to) anyone else. It is destruction. All I can Lgure is those doing

such things (and those allowing/encouraging them) are either possessed by evil or not even human.
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sbrink
Joined On 7/9/2009 10:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the land of the free?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, no, no! Land of the FEE (and home of the slave).
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phoenixhansen
Joined On 1/15/2009 8:01:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am humbled and grateful that Barbara Loe Fisher has been so diligent and has persevered all these many years for holding the torch

regarding vaccine safety for the many of us! She has been a beacon of light and has walked her talk for the many. Blessings and

gratitude to both Barbara, and Dr. Mercola for helping inform the masses on this tragic subject! Happy 4th of July to All. Let Freedom

Ring!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let Freedom Ring. Still worth Lghting for. Then we have this: "But what can I do, I am just one person" said 7 billion people." The Sound

of Silence, from a warning in the 60s by Simon & Garfunkel to anger in today's world by Disturbed. www.youtube.com/watch  ~~

www.youtube.com/watch
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liberty is not only an idea, but also based on private property ownership that allows a person to resist. Money, food, shelter, 2A... slaves

have few options. "You will own nothing." Whatever happened to, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's goods"?
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever happened to "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness"?
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO. Such a simple word and bears repeating.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

some people do not take no for an answer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 11:12:28 AM
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drn2326
Joined On 9/7/2015 3:20:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Dr. Mercola for article on Reclaiming Our Heroic Civilization. It should be a big help in educating the Public.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 5:21:39 AM
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zaguryka
Joined On 9/18/2019 4:48:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gov made cigarette companies to stop tv advertising due to health dangers to humans...how about big pharma commercials on all day

long,,,how about junk food commercials knowing of our type 2 diabetes epidemic...why does the surgeon general not address these

health issues but seems to care about loneliness...I have been living alone for over twenty years and like it just Lne....less stress

dealing with everybody else's problems and having the freedom to do whatever the hell I want without putting up with any bullshit from

an irritable mate.Government corruption equals government induced stress that NONE OF US NEED OR WANT.WE THE PEOPLE REALLY

NEED TO TAKE BACK OUR COUNTRY BY FORCE WITH THE 2ND AMENDMENT IF NEEDED AND NOW IT IS NEEDED MORE THAN EVER.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 11:07:01 PM
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Get Over It”  Eagles
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Demented Joe is a Vaccinator. He believes in the "Democratic" freedom fraudulent elections provide. Vaccinations are similar to the

Titan submersible.  They push the limits of innovation and work quite well until they fail.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 7:07:12 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe does not believe in anything..He lost that ability a very long time ago.. He's just the clueless puppet being paraded like the

freedom banner.. And he's not the only one, the list is long and their lies and BS runs deep.. youtube.com/.../aZvyid-ifQ8
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Disapeared
Joined On 10/5/2021 3:48:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what if present A through Z games are made to disapear, they already have many other greening methods lined up in their sewer

pipes and in r & d.
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UnpleasantPeasant
Joined On 1/16/2023 2:07:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you still believe the USA was ever free.. then maybe you really are as nutty as the media reports

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2023 4:18:33 PM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This land was free up until the MayOower came ashore.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding: "... insurmountable because of the forces we are up against ..." Likely. Still, I Lght it politically, win or lose, because it is right.

It has been my observation in my life experiences that doing my part of what is right, regardless of it being impossible, has many times

had what's truly impossible overcome by miracles from our Creator in the most statically improbable ways. I have lots of veriLable

stories on that. Aside from these "forces" which concern me much less, the greatest threat is a majority of voters are trending in voting

for their own demise and that will likely continue without considering my reasoning as they have free will to choose.

It appears that this will run its course, so victory will be for those who see what is coming and prepare to outlive them. My strategies are

1. Fight it politically, doing my best, futile or not, and 2. I'm extremely well prepared to outlive them mostly by steping aside while all

they do is self-destructive and comes to its end on its own. I'm well prepared to be the provider and protector of my future family and

future children for them to live in freedom and prosperity even in the harsh times to come when the special one for me Lnds me.

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something else to consider. In order to remain strong and healthy, be prepared to barter for conLdential and off-the-record

services from an independent patriotic dentist. Health care may be restricted to the vaxinated as a condition for access. Dentists

in private practice will have more autonomy and be able to hide more from govt. At the rate the economy is going, many will be

eager to trade services for meat and food items. BTW, if you do not hunt or raise and process your own meat, be very wary of

commercial meat. My concern is not only about fake meat, but the quality of meat entering the food chain from 3rd world

countries that can now be labeled as "Product of the USA".

I would do without rather than buy meat from a supermarket. I now consider the health risks that serious. Buy only from a reliable

country butcher who knows the local sources of his meat or direct from a farmer if that is possible for you. Yes, it may cost more

and you may need to buy a half or quarter. Not only beef, but esp. pork and poultry. It is becoming an increasingly valuable skill to

be able to butcher your own meat, too. The days of dependency on others are over for people who wish to remain healthy and

free.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Fighting it" any other way than with the force of arms is not "Lghting it". In case you haven't noticed THEY cheat when it comes

to voting. They CHEAT when it comes to following or adhering to their oaths of ogce. They LIE continually to get your vote. THEY

ARE PSYCHOPATIC CONTROL FREAK PARASITES. How are you going to outlive them unless you and your immediate friends are

willing to AIM SMALL and MISS SMALL if they come to force you to take a poison shot? Fact is, actual FIGHTING may just make

you dead.

I'll repeat this: "The most terrifying force of death, comes from the hands of men who wanted to be left alone. They try, so very

hard, to mind their own business and provide for themselves and those they love. They resist every impulse to Lght back,

knowing the forced and permanent change of life that will come from it. They know, that the moment they Lght back, their lives

as they have lived them, are over. The moment the men who wanted to be left alone are forced to Lght back, it is a form of

suicide. They are literally killing off who they used to be.

Which is why, when forced to take up violence, these men who wanted to be left alone, Lght with unholy vengeance against those

who murdered their former lives. They Lght with raw hate, and a drive that cannot be fathomed by those who are merely

play-acting at politics and terror. TRUE TERROR will arrive at these people's door, and they will cry, scream, and beg for mercy...

but it will fall upon the deaf ears of the men who just wanted to be left alone." ~Soviet Dissident Alexander Solzhenitsyn
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I Lght it politically win or lose, because it is right." Good men (universal) can do nothing else when they have morals and integrity

that are part of the Lbre of their being. To agree to tyranny would be impossible - it would go against their values and betray their

souls and spirits. Sometimes I feel a tremor of fear when I think of the future. Not because I fear giving into the tyranny but

because I know I can not. I fear the consequences of saying "no" and yet I know that if I remain true to myself "no" is the only

thing I can say. Those of us who feel this way can prepare by Lghting and speaking out where we can, preparing our households

with supplies. Maybe we even have to prepare for the prospect of death from this life as we know it. The ultimate "No"? I hope

not. I hope the Creator will intervene.  I am reading the books of David R. Hawkins, M.D. that are helpful. We certainly do need a

miracle from our Creator. I would love to hear some of your veriLable stories.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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TheOrage, I have only seen one miracle lately and it wasn't from our Creator. After many many years the pot holes in my alley got

Llled. We all need to be prepared for the ultimate "no".
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Almond. We are raising our own Black Australorps for butchering and laying. I will need to learn how to butcher this winter. Not

looking forward to it, but I realize it is a necessity. I can, freeze, now I am looking at drying fruit leather. We have a dehydrator

which I want to try out as soon as the garden comes in. I make homemade yogurt. My skills are better than most, but not as good

as they could be. We could get all the meat we want with my husband's hunting skills, but I cannot stomach game. I suppose that

would change if I were hungry enough:) Ronald, thank goodness there are some "real" men left who believe in their role as

provider and protector . . . My sister in law (the provider) had to pay her worthless ex-husband $30,000 alimony! He gladly took it

and moved back in with his mom in a trailer. WOW!
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